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A note on the sources of data for the Global Digital Handbook Update

Data has been collated from Kinetic representatives from our network of offices and is based on their understanding and intelligence from the individual markets and refers to year end 2012. 
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of contents, but the publishers cannot accept liability in respect of errors or omissions. Readers will appreciate that the data is as up to 
date only to the extent that its availability, compilation and printed schedules will allow and is subject to change.
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To effectively influence consumer behaviour, advertisers need to reach people at or near the points where purchase 
decisions are made. Even as media ecosystems fracture and audiences discover new ways to tune out commercial 
messages, this imperative persists. As the usual approaches to reaching consumers are compromised, advertisers have 
adopted integrated media strategies that respect the distinct features of a multitude of channels.

These challenges render the value proposition of Out of Home media newly compelling. By offering advertisers the 
opportunity to communicate with people wherever they go throughout the day, Out of Home media provides persistent 
audiences at scale without a direct threat of ad avoidance. Though not immune to shifts in audience behaviour, their 
impact on the channel has thus far proven beneficial (increased time away from the home) or benign (use of personal 
devices). Continued resilience of Out of Home media’s value proposition is a reasonable expectation.

If anything, digital Out of Home media augments this value. Depending upon the milieu, the audience present, and that 
audience’s endemic behaviours, digital screens may feature motion, sound, interactivity, or social media feeds. The 
flexibility of digital screens to utilise these different capabilities allows them to better harness the unique characteristics 
of the environments in which they’re deployed. This enables digital Out of Home media to more meaningfully align 
with audience behaviour across a wide spectrum of places. Where dwell time is high, digital screens cultivate audience 
engagement through editorial content and longer-form advertisements. In environments with transient audiences, 
screens maximise brief opportunities to capture attention by making a dynamic visual impact.

While the flexibility afforded by digital displays is certainly a blessing, when we attempt to pave over complexity it can 
prove a curse. Reductive questions abound: is digital Out of Home glowing signage? Is it a pipe for video programming? 
Is it about dayparting, time-specific messaging, or real-time content? Is it a bulletin board for sentiment? Is it something 
else entirely? Confusion is a natural result, exacerbated by a lack of concord from the demand side and polymorphous 
sales strategies from the supply side. While adolescent media often provoke confusion, this can nonetheless impede the 
arrival of their adulthood.

In point of fact, digital screens do not contribute to the complexity of the channel. Rather, through a diversity of 
formats, they create value by harnessing the inherent complexity of audience behaviours outside of the home. Forward-
thinking media owners are doing a better job than ever before at developing scaled networks whose composition, 
advertising formats and editorial content align with the environments in which their screens are deployed. While an 
upward march of digital Out of Home revenues and expansion in screen deployments are noteworthy achievements, 
surely these considered approaches to designing real media value are a more revealing measure of increasing maturity.

Many advertisers and media agencies have already responded to the fragmentation of the broader media ecosystem 
by adopting communications strategies that respect and embrace the unique characteristics of a diversity of media 
channels. This is one of the core principles of integrated marketing communications; applying it to digital Out of Home 
media is vital to realising the channel’s latent value. Advertisers who appreciate this opportunity will find themselves 
better able to reach and influence consumers in an ever more exacting media environment.

Jeremy O’Brien heads Kinetic Futures, a global think tank incubated by Kinetic that  
produces strategic foresight on commerce and communications.
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Welcome to the Kinetic Global Digital OOH handbook update for 2013/14. 

In my role as CEO Asia Pacific for Kinetic Worldwide, I’ve witnessed first-hand some impressive growth in this region and 
the important role it plays not just for the global digital Out of Home market but for the global economy as a whole.

For a while now, total global digital Out of Home growth in revenues have been driven by Asia Pacific, the largest and 
fastest growing region in digital Out of Home (DOOH). However, Asia Pacific comprises so many countries and spans 
the complete spectrum of development not just from a DOOH perspective but also from a structural level. It is almost 
impossible to examine it through one lens. Wherever one is in the region, the diversity and depth of digital displays show 
us the economic progress that the region is driving.

Asia Pacific is a patchwork of thriving economies and cultures whose vibrancy and growth have been a huge factor in 
the slow but steady global economic recovery that we’re seeing today. According to figures released in April 2013 by the 
International Monetary Fund, the region is set to grow at 5.7% in 2013, with growth in emerging Asia representing 7.2%. 
This growth is fuelled by strong domestic demand and consumer sophistication that has seen the region keep at arm’s 
length the economic threat posed by the Eurozone crisis. This economic solidity continues to breathe life into digital Out 
of Home infrastructure and we’re seeing new panels and displays cropping up all over the region.

As in so many other aspects, China is a powerhouse in the DOOH arena.  Digital Out of Home growth has benefited from 
the rapid pace of change and enormous scale of infrastructure and real estate development.  Although moderating in 
2013, growth this year is still forecasted to be up 11%;  with Kinetic estimates of the latest revenue figures tracking the 
market at USD 2.1 Billion. The key to the development of DOOH in China doesn’t just lie with the scale but also due to 
the fact that media owners are digital natives and this has shaped the perspective on their market accordingly.  Viewed 
as modern and visually appealing, digital screens fit with a vision of the future that is consistent with that of municipal 
planners.  The proximity of display manufacturer’s has facilitated deployment of the latest technologies, making it more 
accessible for media owners. Perhaps other markets within APAC don’t quite yet mirror the strength of the Chinese 
DOOH market but the diversity, innovation and flexibility of digital infrastructure to capture incremental advertiser 
budgets is also inspiring robust, consistent growth in other markets such as India (+20 %) , Thailand (+39%) and the 
Philippines (+67%).  

Importantly, let’s not overlook that digital Out of Home deployment continues to play a significant role in the growth of 
more traditional Out of Home as well. The ‘halo effect ‘ of digital Out of Home on marketers, brands and consumers has 
meant that the innate benefits of Out of Home have been accentuated and continue to play a crucial role in the wider 
media mix.  This is important when we consider the impact of digital Out of Home globally; with improved scalability, 
accountability and interactivity, we now have a medium that is in step with today’s sophisticated consumer. 

While it’s clear that digital Out of home is mainstreaming throughout the globe, there still lies huge potential for 
expansion, particularly in the developing world. This potential is there for all to see and it’s what makes the Out of Home 
industry such a progressive and dynamic environment.

King F. Lai is CEO, Asia Pacific for Kinetic Worldwide; based in Shanghai, China.
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From a commercial and social perspective, the story of digital Out of Home to date has been an extremely interesting 
one. As this guide testifies, the market for the technology, the sophistication of advertiser message, the hunger from the 
consumer to be spoken to in an increasingly sophisticated manner and the scalability and investment in infrastructure 
of media owners have created a perfect storm that continues to fuel the global digital Out of Home market. However, as 
growth ebbs and flows all over the world, what are the factors that have contributed to the success of the medium so far 
and what lessons can we learn to ensure the growth of the medium continues unabated?

timing is everything

In transitioning from static to digital, the Out of Home industry transformed their inventory from a spatial context (Out 
of Home panels) to a temporal one  - such as spots in an advertising loop.  The introduction of a temporal dimension 
to the channel has important implications for how digital Out of Home media is deployed by media owners and used 
by advertisers.  At its most basic, a temporal or time-based channel allows advertisers to address audiences at specific 
moments during the day. Similarly, it enables advertisers to deliver different messages at different times. Dayparting 
is one much talked about version of this but more granular approaches to dividing the advertiser message are now 
possible thanks to digital Out of Home. More significantly, DOOH delivers the option of motion and allows the union of 
compelling editorial content with a specific time of day.

environment and behaviour

As time of day plays a crucial role in the success of DOOH, we can’t ignore the key factor of the type of environment the 
message is displayed in. Where truly successful digital Out of Home is deployed, the features of the message have aligned 
with the audience composition and behaviour in those environments. In transient environments with high traffic and low 
dwell times, whether automotive or pedestrian, media owners have introduced digital inventory in the form of signage. 
These screens often display static images, accompanied by little or no editorial content. In this context, digital screens 
function in very much the same way as static Out of Home, efficiently giving mass reach and frequency. On the other 
hand in captive environments with high dwell time and stable, high-frequency audiences, some media owners feature 
editorial content on digital screens to attract and sustain audience attention. The key feature of motion is often used in 
these environments to best connect with and engage the consumer. Digital Out of Home can be successfully introduced 
to environments only if the media is designed to line up with audience behaviours, in those specific locations.

a joined up medium

The power of digital Out of Home begins with the syncing of message, time and environment but it can also offer 
characteristics of other media channels as well. Where editorial content and sign/sound/motion are deployed to 
achieve higher engagement, digital Out of Home is being efficiently positioned as a type of Out of Home augmentation 
to broadcast television. Media owners highlight the fact that DOOH avoids the issue of time-shifted viewing and 
allows advertisers to reach audiences nearer the point of purchase. Digital Out of Home is also being positioned as a 
complement to online media. Where a large number of screens are aggregated and networked, the channel takes on 
certain characteristics of online display advertising. These screens are also being presented as a new delivery medium 
for online video. Finally and as we can see from examples in this guide, digital Out of Home screens can support and 
enhance user-generated content in a way not possible on other media, aligning the channel with online social media 
on the go. It’s this multi-channel flexibility that bodes well for the future of DOOH. In an increasingly fragmented media 
marketplace, media owners are seeking to attract a portion of the advertising budgets previously devoted to media in 
these other channels. 
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the price of progress

The scalability of the medium is another factor that has heavily contributed to the growth of DOOH; the precipitous fall 
in the cost of LCD technology has helped media owners deploy digital screens in environments where it may not have 
been previously feasible. In addition, the success of some media owners in the DOOH space can fuel further investment, 
whether that’s reinvestment from media owners or new capital and entrants into the digital Out of home marketplace. 
Transit authorities and real estate/venue holders who award Out of Home contracts are also recognising the value and 
understanding the economics of digital signage as an advertising opportunity. We hope this will support sustainable 
development of new digital inventory in a way that benefits the medium long-term.

While the digital Out of Home marketplace continues to embrace new technology, accountability, behavioural 
psychology as well as new formats and contexts, the future for the medium looks promising. Entrepreneurs will continue 
to look for new ways to use digital signage to unlock the media potential of already established and new Out of home 
environments and advertisers will be looking for media that can offer true engagement and synergy with other forms of 
connecting the consumer. Digital Out of Home continues to inspire and reach the moving world.
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Airport digital billboards let travellers 

download entertainment

An ad campaign for Google utilising NFC 
and QR codes was rolled out by oOh!media 
in Australia. To promote the Google Play 
store, they placed NFC-enabled digital 
billboards in Sydney, Melbourne and 
Brisbane airports that let travellers select 
and interact with content, and pay to 
download it directly onto their phones.

Using the long dwell time of the airport 
environment, they could use their mobile 
device to remotely control a digital 
advertising panel with ‘Tap or Scan’ 
technology. The campaign encouraged 
people to tap their phone to an NFC-
triggered location or scan a QR code.

Passers-by could then download books, 
movies, music and apps before they got on 
their plane using the free airport Wi-Fi and 
enjoy them during their flight.

Lynx ‘Astronaut Me’

‘Astronaut Me’, was a mobile 
enabled giant astronaut that 
floated above the crowds in 
the Atrium at Westfield London 
shopping mall. Shoppers were able 
to upload their picture by email or 
text and see their face displayed in 
the visor of the giant astronaut. A 
fully branded experiential zone was 
located within the main atrium to 
assist in photo taking opportunities 
and for sampling activity. 

Additional content also ran 
on digital screens across the 
shopping centre featuring Lynx 
ads populated with the images of 
people who participated alongside 
the call to action to get involved.
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Coca-Cola’s Small World Machines  

Coca-Cola created a pair of 3D 
touch screen vending machines that 
communicated with each other. 

By simultaneously filming and live 
streaming video, strangers were able to 
talk to each other via the digital screens. 
One of the vending machines was placed 
in South Delhi, India, the other in Karachi, 
Pakistan. The engineering was impressive 
and took over a year to turn into reality, 
but the human reactions were touching 
and rewarding.

Individuals from both nations were able to 
‘virtually touch’ and complete a task such 
as drawing a peace sign or smiley face in 
unison and win a can of Coke to celebrate 
their success.

creativity in digital OOH

Adobe Photoshops people into ads while they 

wait for the Bus

To promote their #CreativeDay, Adobe carried out a 
clever prank at a bus stop in Stockholm.

A team consisting of an undercover photographer and 
a retouching artist hid across the road from the bus 
stop in an unmarked white van.  As members of the 
public arrived at the stop, the team took covert photos, 
instantly transferring them into Photoshop.  

As the photos were edited in real time and instantly 
uploaded onto the digital screen, the unsuspecting 
participants found themselves featuring in the advert 
next to them within a few seconds of arriving at the 
stop.

Resulting in confusion, intrigue, embarrassment and 
delight in equal measure – the playful retouches took 
the form of everything from personalised film posters 
to suggestive wedding scenes starring unknowing (and 
in some cases previously unacquainted!) couples.
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Adidas Virtual Storefront uses 

interactive digital signage controlled 

via Smartphones

NEO, a casual sportswear line from Adidas 
aimed at teenagers is currently testing a 
virtual storefront concept in Germany. 
Adidas’ NEO collection features bright, 
energetic designs to appeal to younger 
consumers. The new concept stores are being 
test marketed in 10 locations across Germany 
after completing successful tests in China and 
Russia.

NEO’s Nuremberg store location features an 
interactive digital storefront that enables 
shoppers to use their smartphones to 
browse for the latest fashions by Adidas 
without using an app or scanning a QR 
code. Shoppers interact with the storefront 
by touching hotspots on the window that 
provide additional product details and the 
ability to purchase items directly from their 
smartphone.

Marmite Gold innovations campaign 

In a media first for London’s Christmas lights, 
Marmite incorporated an interactive element 
into the display and dominated Oxford Street 
with their festive branding. 

Participants were invited to submit a picture of 
themselves wearing an expression of love or 
hate and see it displayed on a specially designed 
digital banner hanging above Oxford Street by 
Selfridges. This was done by uploading their 
pictures via Marmite’s Facebook page or by 
engaging with an interactive digital bus shelter 
outside Selfridges.

The roadside photobooth was interactive 
at selected times over the 4 week long ad 
campaign and when not active, displayed a 
humorous gallery of images of all the fans or 
foes of Marmite that were submitted.
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Digital tree sculpture lets loved ones 

post pictures to airport travellers

Singapore’s Changi Airport, in partnership 
with LG Electronics, unveiled a ‘Social Tree’ 
that allows travellers to connect with their 
friends and family. The airport recently won 
praise and accolades, including the Skytrax 
2013 World’s Best Airport award. The ‘Social 
Tree’ is the latest technological addition to 
the airport’s already impressive offering of 
first class entertainment and connectivity 
facilities.

The tree is a towering 8.7m high and 11.1m 
wide and is composed of 64 LG screens that 
wrap around the top of the tree in a 360 
degree fashion. The display screens feature 
images of Singapore’s landscape and photos 
uploaded by travellers. People can share 
photos and videos from their Facebook pages 
to the ‘Social Tree’s’ display screens.

creativity in digital OOH

Despicable Me 2’s DOOH campaign reaches 

more than 10 million shoppers 

Despicable Me 2’s digital Out of Home campaign 
was one of the largest DOOH campaigns to date 
appearing in 5 European territories that included the 
UK, France, Spain, Norway and Finland. The DOOH 
campaign ran exclusively on Clear Channel’s digital 
screen network in shopping malls reaching more than 
10 million shoppers.

The campaign invited viewers to control the 
on-screen action, personalise the message, and 
share the content with their friends using their 
smartphones. The campaign’s creative featured an 
animation of Gru’s mischievous ‘minions’ tapping 
their feet impatiently on-screen with a call-to-action 
prompting shoppers to text a command using their 
smartphone to direct the characters to dance, 
wrestle, play or build. Users texted a command along 
with their name using a short-code, and seconds later 
the minions acted out their instructions accordingly, 
ending with an on-screen thanks to the named 
participant.
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global digital OOH: the marketplace

global digital OOH revenues (USD)

digital OOH percentage of OOH (%)
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global digital OOH spend (%)

growth in DOOH spend (%)

global digital OOH: the marketplace
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china

DOOH Gross Market Value : 
US$2.07bn                                
(Chinese RMB 12.757m)  

DOOH % of OOH: 
33%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+11%

thailand

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$45.5m                   
(1.424mTHB)
  

DOOH % of OOH: 
14%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+39%

malaysia

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$20.2m
(62m MYR)

DOOH % of OOH: 
8%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+7%
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india 

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$16.3m
(90m CR)

DOOH % of OOH: 
5%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+20%

philippines

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$12.5m 
(519m PhP)

  
DOOH % of OOH: 
11%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+67%

singapore

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$20.7m 
(SGD 26.3m)

DOOH % of OOH: 
15%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+4%
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china 

thailand

malaysia

Roadside:  Tulip media, Phoenix, Metropolis Media, Advision,  
         China Vision, AirMedia, Focus Media

Airport:     Airmedia

Transport: China Vision, Towona, CCTV online, Mindhorse

Roadside:  Hello Bangkok, Plan B, VGI Global Media, Broadway

Airport:     JCDecaux

Transport: VGI Global Media, Plan B, Bangkok Metro Network

Malls:        IJ Siam, Wrap Inc., Absolute Impact, Deelight, Etc.

Roadside:  Powerscreen, City Screen, Dana Screen, AutoCity
         OMS, Creative People,  OOHM media

Airport:     Adept Media, Focus Media, ADSTV, CMYADS

Transport: Asia Media, Focus Media, InfoScreen, Piranha Graphic
         Rail Channel

Malls:        Infoscreen, ADSTV, CMYAD, Pirana Graphic
                     Creative People, Focus Media, Big Tree
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india 

philippines

singapore

Roadside:  Big Street, Alakh Advertising, Selvel Advertising
                Enkon Pvt Ltd, Ambuja Reality, Vantage advertising,  
         Jagaran Engage 

Airport:     Times OOH, JCDecaux, Network Media,  
         Solution TDI, Moveo

Transport: Peacock Media Ltd, Emmet, Vyoma, Transitainment                  
         Ventures, NSR-GIV Center

Malls:        OOH Media, Ansal Media, DLF Promenade Pacific, 
         Satyam Cinemas

Roadside:  United Neon, ADSTRAT, QCreatives, OUTCOMM,  
         DDBS, PRIMESPOTS, Infinit Grafix, MediaPool

Airport:     Airmedia

Malls:        OUTDOOR ASIA, 3D Vision, VLink, Digipost,               
         MediaVelocity, PRIMESPOTS, SM Leasing, IDDI

Roadside:  Sphmbo, Mediatech, Clear Channel, Mediacorp,         
         JCDecaux, Serial Multi Vision, Mango Media, POAD

Airport:     JCDecaux

Transport: SMRT, MooveMedia

Malls:        JCDecaux, Mediacorp
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uk

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$273m
(£182m)  

DOOH % of OOH: 
19%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+42%

germany

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$109m                    
(€83m)
  

DOOH % of OOH: 
8%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+28%

spain

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$19.4m
(€15m)

DOOH % of OOH: 
5%  

  Growth in DOOH spend

0%
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italy

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$28.5m
(€22m)

DOOH % of OOH: 
5%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+10%

switzerland

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$20m 
(18.8m CHF)

  
DOOH % of OOH: 
4%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+53%

Netherlands

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$19.4m 
(€15m)

DOOH % of OOH: 
3%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+10%
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france

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$64.5m
(€50m)  

DOOH % of OOH: 
5%  

       Growth in DOOH spend

  +42%

turkey

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$16.2m                    
(€12.2m)
  

DOOH % of OOH: 
8%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+34%

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$1.6m
(€1.3m)
 

DOOH % of OOH: 
1%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+2%

belgium
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ireland

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$2.9m 
(€2.3m)

  
DOOH % of OOH: 
3%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+64%
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uk 

germany

italy

Roadside:  JCDecaux, Clear Channel, Ocean Outdoor, Outdoor  
         Plus, City Gateway, BlowUp Media, Forrest Media    
         Group, Primesight, MediaCo

Airport:     JCDecaux, Eye

Transport: CBS Outdoor, JCDecaux, Primesight

Malls:        JCDecaux, Clear Channel, CBS Outdoor

Retail:       Amscreen

Roadside:  AF-FIX, Amscreen, Autobahn Tank&Rast,            
                 Eventronic, NDA, PosterNetwork, Telekom Deutschland,   
                 TripleDoubleU, Videoboards Germany, WallDecaux

Airport:     Media Frankfurt, MSO Medien Service,                                
                 Neo Advertising, ontop media, Telekom Deutschland,      
                Ströer Digital 

Transport: mobil Info, MSO Medien Service, Ströer Digital,       
               WallDecaux

Retail:       Neo Advertising, Ströer Digital, Telekom              
         Deutschland, United Ambient Media, Westpoint Media
          

Roadside:  Coin

Airport:     Classpi Digital, IGPDecaux, ICMoving, CBS Outdoor

Transport: Classpi Digital, IGPDecaux, Grandi Stazioni, Exomedia,       
         MDA

Malls:        CBS Outdoor, Connect, Grandi Centri 
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switzerland 

netherlands

turkey

Roadside:  Citylights

Airport:     Neo advertising, Clear Channel

Transport: APG Traffic, TPG, APG Digital Sales

Malls:        Clear Channel, Neo advertising, IP Multimedia

Roadside:  Interbest, Medialandscape, Ngage

Transport: Central Station, Ngage

Malls:        Medialandscape, Centercom, Ngage, Narcomm

Roadside:  Outdoor TV, CMS, NGM

Airport:     Portline, Bia Medya, Digiboard

Transport: Fors Medya

Malls:        Digiboard, Glass Screen, NGM, Turkmedya, All Screen,  
         Mediaboard, CMS Medya
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belgium

france

Roadside:  Belgian Posters, Euromobile, Mediareef, Moving Ideas,  
         Spicy Motion

Airport:     JCDecaux, Air Terminal Publicity

Transport: Clear Channel

Malls:        insert, Men Ads Work, Euromobile

Roadside:  Defi, Medialarge, Clear Channel, JCDecaux,  
         CBS Outdoor

Airport:     JCDecaux

Transport: Mediagares, Metrobus

Malls:        Clear Channel

ireland 

Transport: Bravo Outdoor

Malls:       CBS Outdoor
 
Retail:       Magmal, Visualise
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spain

Roadside:  Clear Channel, Dyynadsys, Cemusa, CBS Outdoor

Airport:     JCDecaux Airports, Publimedia Airports

Transport: On Advertising, Comfers

Malls:        Alooha, Animo TV, Clear Channel, JCDecaux, Cabitel,  
         GWM, Impact Media, Publimedia Gestión (iWall)
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Roadside:  Clear Channel, CBS Outdoor, Lamar Advertising,                  
         Adams Outdoor 

Airport:     CNN Airport, JCDecaux, Clear Channel,        
                 Monster Media, RMG, Brand Connections

Transport: Verifone, Titan, CBS Outdoor, Clear Channel
  
Malls:        Adspace, EYE Corp, Westfield

us

DOOH Gross Market Value: 
US$2.26bn
     

DOOH % of OOH: 
32%  

Growth in DOOH spend

+10%
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about kinetic worldwide

Kinetic Worldwide is the global leader in understanding how brands can connect with people’s lifestyles and the 
environments they engage with when away from the home. If there is an effective way to communicate with people 
outside of their homes and on the move, we will seek to find it. 

Fully owned by WPP and part of the tenthavenue performance marketing division, Kinetic’s expertise and insight helps 
deliver solutions for clients that achieve ambitious brand and marketing goals. 
 
Digital screens are now an important communication opportunity to supplement roadside posters, travel and leisure 
locations and all kinds of interactive experiences. Some of these may involve mobile phones; others, simple calls to 
action or time and location-based messaging. We have an ongoing commitment to understanding and engaging with 
people on-the-go. Kinetic has developed centres of excellence in digital and aviation media, research, insight and data, 
mobile marketing and OOH printing and production. We seek to maximize the impact of our clients’ investments through 
strategic thinking, proprietary tools, and the intelligent application of scale. 
 
Kinetic’s network reaches across the globe. From offices in 33 cities in 23 countries, we offer dedicated expertise in 
consultancy, planning and buying solutions and have developed strong partnerships with clients, agencies, suppliers, 
media owners and technologists.
 
Our specific connection to digital OOH extends to unrivalled expertise and objectivity in this expanding environment in 
our medium across the UK and Europe.

 
For more information about Kinetic, please go to www.kineticww.com  
or follow us on Twitter on twitter.com/kineticww
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